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Lawyers for improving taxpayer facilitation at LTUs 
ISLAMABAD: Tax lawyers have urged the Chairman Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) and FBR Member 
Facilitation and Taxpayer Education (FATE) to improve taxpayer facilitation at the Large Taxpayer Units 
(LTUs), which are collecting taxes from the largest taxpaying companies in Pakistan. 
 
A Lahore-based tax lawyer Shahid Jami informed Business Recorder here on Thursday that the Large 
Taxpayer Units (LTU) were established at Lahore, Karachi and Islamabad to provide better service to the 
large taxpayer by senior and more competent officers posted there but over the period these LTU are 
functioning as an ordinary tax office wherein the officers posted are not facilitating the taxpayers in respect 
of their lawful rights and claims.  
 
Shahid Jami claimed that in LTU the only focus of the taxman is to create exorbitant tax demands arbitrarily 
on the assumption that these large tax payers have capacity to pay irrespective of merits of the tax demand 
created. However, when taxpayer applies for giving appeal effect, or files rectification application or files 
application for issuance of exemption certificate or refund then the LTU becomes an ordinary tax office 
where taxpayers has to make dozens of follow-up visits but with no outcome. 
 
For illustration he pointed out the instance where commissioner passed orders under section 4B levying 
Super Tax for Tax Years 2015, 2016 and 2017 ignoring replies of the taxpayer with the incorrect 
observation that no replies were filed. When through rectification, application’s apparent mistake of double 
assessment was pointed out, there is no response after many follow-up visits and taxpayer has been 
compelled to seek stay of recovery against bogus demand, he referred. 
 
According to another instance in a case demand was created and Commissioner Appeal remanded the case 
back to the assessing officer and during the pendency of re-assessment the taxpayer filed amnesty 
declaration of the exact income assessed earlier and informed all the concerned officers regarding availing 
amnesty. But to the utter surprise, the officer on the basis of earlier assessment which stood remanded 
attached the bank accounts of the taxpayer for recovery of non-existent tax demand. Meaning thereby 
neither appeal effect was given on receipt of appellate order and demand taken to minus account and nor on 
informing availing of amnesty record was updated. Even bank accounts have not been detached after 
application and reminder and five follow-up visits to the Commissioner. The Commissioner of the LTU is of 
the erroneous view how come taxpayer avail amnesty after passing of order even if it stands remanded. 
 
The issuance of exemption certificate and refunds at the LTUs is very disappointing. A taxpayer applied for 
exemption certificate in first week of July 2018 and after elapse of six months the same has not been issued 
and from top to bottom no one is of any help in a just claim. 
 
Tax lawyers urged the Chairman FBR and Member Tax Payer Facilitation to conduct audit of pending 
appeal effects, rectification and exemption applications and take facilitate the helpless taxpayers, he added. 
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